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High-field arterial spin labeling (ASL) perfusion MRI is appealing
because it provides not only increased signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR), but also advantages in terms of labeling due to the
increased relaxation time T1 of labeled blood. In the present
study, we provide a theoretical framework for the dependence
of the ASL signal on the static field strength, followed by ex-
perimental validation in which a multislice pulsed ASL (PASL)
technique was carried out at 4T and compared with PASL and
continuous ASL (CASL) techniques at 1.5T, both in the resting
state and during motor activation. The resting-state data
showed an SNR ratio of 2.3:1.4:1 in the gray matter and a
contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) of 2.7:1.1:1 between the gray and
white matter for the difference perfusion images acquired using
4T PASL, 1.5T CASL, and 1.5T PASL, respectively. However, the
functional data acquired using 4T PASL did not show signifi-
cantly improved sensitivity to motor cortex activation com-
pared with the 1.5T functional data, with reduced fractional
perfusion signal change and increased intersubject variability.
Possible reasons for these experimental results, including sus-
ceptibility effects and physiological noise, are discussed.
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The past decade has seen the emergence of arterial spin
labeling (ASL) perfusion MRI (1,2) and its development
into a class of noninvasive methods for direct measure-
ment of cerebral blood flow (CBF) (3–11). ASL perfusion
MRI uses magnetically labeled arterial blood water as an
endogenous tracer for measuring CBF, and is less invasive
and less expensive than earlier approaches using radioac-
tive tracers or paramagnetic contrast agents. In clinical
applications, ASL has been demonstrated to provide re-
producible and reliable quantitative CBF measurements in
the presence of various cerebrovascular disorders in the

brain (12–14). The repeatability and high temporal resolu-
tion of the ASL perfusion technique also makes it suitable
for functional MRI (fMRI) studies. Compared with blood
oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) fMRI, ASL-based
fMRI has certain advantages, particularly for clinically
related studies. First, ASL perfusion MRI provides abso-
lute quantification of a well-characterized physiological
parameter, while the BOLD signal is the result of complex
interactions between CBF, cerebral blood volume, and ox-
ygen consumption. Second, the ASL method is less sus-
ceptible to baseline drift and motion artifact, and is likely
to be preferable for imaging slow variations in regional
brain activity such as behavior state change and pharma-
cological interventions (4,15). Furthermore, the ASL con-
trast is not based on susceptibility effects and could be used
to study brain activation in regions of high static field inho-
mogeneity, such as the orbital frontal cortex and inferior
temporal lobe (16–18). ASL perfusion MRI may become the
method of choice for a wide range of clinical applications of
both resting brain function and regional activation.

There are, however, several disadvantages of the current
ASL techniques which have delayed their widespread ap-
plication. One primary limitation is the relatively low
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Due to the small fractional
effect of labeling on imaging intensity (�1% raw signal)
(3,4), ASL perfusion images can be of poor image quality
even after lengthy signal averaging, resulting in reduced
diagnostic reliability and sensitivity to brain activity with the
ASL technique. Another limitation is the relatively short
signal decay rate. In humans, the arterial transit time for the
flow of blood from the tagged region to the imaging slices is
comparable with the T1 of blood (3,4). As a result, the amount
of spin labeling is greatly reduced by the time it reaches brain
tissue, leading to further difficulty in perfusion signal detec-
tion, and the potential for errors in perfusion quantification
due to uncertainties in transit time. In addition, some of the
existing ASL techniques are unable to provide satisfactory
imaging coverage because T1 limits the time available for
multislice acquisition before the label decays.

One natural solution for circumventing these limitations
is to implement the ASL technique at high field. High-field
ASL would provide not only increased SNR that is pro-
portional to the main field strength, but also an important
advantage for labeling. Because of the increase in the re-
laxation time T1 at high field, the loss of spin labeling
during the transit time is decreased and the accumulation
of labeled spins is increased as compared to 1.5 T, produc-
ing greater perfusion signal in brain tissue while reducing
the arterial transit-related artifacts and quantification er-
rors. This T1 effect, in combination with the increased
SNR, could yield major improvements in the perfusion
signal, allowing increased spatial and temporal resolution
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as well as wider imaging coverage. In the present study,
the feasibility of high-field quantitative perfusion imaging
was demonstrated by carrying out pulsed ASL (PASL) at
4T. One challenge for high-field ASL is the high specific
absorption rate (SAR) of the labeling pulse. PASL tech-
niques use nearly instant radiofrequency (RF) pulses for
spin labeling, and are particularly advantageous at high
field because of relatively low levels of RF deposition (4).
Continuous ASL (CASL) can also be implemented at high
field with a special multicoil approach (19) or a single-coil
approach with simultaneous modulation of the RF and
gradient for labeling (20).

In recent years, various studies have been carried out at
high field using the PASL (7,21) or CASL (19,20) technique.
However, the dependence of the ASL perfusion signal on the
static field strength has not been systematically addressed. In
this study, we calculate the theoretical ASL perfusion signal
as a function of field strength, and report our results from
direct experimental comparison of the resting state and acti-

vation perfusion images acquired on normal human brain
using 4T PASL, 1.5T CASL, and 1.5T PASL.

THEORY

In order to minimize the transit time artifacts, Alsop and
Detre (10) suggested introducing a delay between the end
of the labeling pulse and image acquisition in CASL. This
delay time, w, ideally should be greater than the transit
time from the tagging region to the arterial vascular com-
partment, �a, allowing the delivery of all the tagged blood
into the imaging slices. Once this assumption is satisfied,
the transit time error can be greatly reduced since there is
only a small difference between the T1’s of blood and brain
tissue. According to the two compartment perfusion
model proposed by Alsop and Detre (10), and taking into
account the tagging duration, �, the CASL difference signal
(tag-control), �M, can be expressed by the following equa-
tion (see Appendix)

�M �
� 2M0f�

� �
exp� � � R1a�

R1app
	exp�min�� � w,0�R1app� � exp��� � � � w�R1app�
�

1
R1a

	exp��min��a � w,0� � �a�R1a� � exp��min�� � w,0� � ��R1a� 
 � � � w � �

�M �
� 2M0f�

�R1a
	exp((min(�a � w,0� � �a)R1a) � exp� � �� � w�R1a�] � � w � � [1]

where M0 is the equilibrium brain tissue magnetization; f
is CBF; � is the blood/tissue water partition coefficient; R1a

is the longitudinal relaxation rate of blood; � is the inver-
sion efficiency; R1app � R1 � f/�, R1 is the longitudinal
relaxation rate of brain tissue in the absence of blood flow;

� is the transit time from the labeling region to the tissue
compartment (exchange time); and the min( ) function
returns the smaller of its two arguments. In the presence of
the magnetization transfer (MT) effect and � � w  �, �M
is given by

�M �
� 2M0f�

� �
exp� � � R1a�

R1ns
	exp�min�� � w,0�R1ns� � exp� � wR1ns�
�

exp� � �R1a�

R1s
exp� � wR1ns�	1 � exp�min�� � �,0�R1s�
�

1
R1a

	exp��min��a � w,0� � �a�R1a� � exp��min�� � w,0� � ��R1a�

� [2]

where R1s and R1ns are the longitudinal relaxation rates of
brain tissue with and without off-resonance RF saturation,
respectively.

An analogous approach was carried out by Wong et al.
(11) in PASL. As proposed in quantitative imaging of per-
fusion using a single subtraction (QUIPSS II), a saturation

pulse is applied at a time, TI1, after the inversion pulse to
externally define the tagging bolus duration, and images
are acquired at a later time, TI2. The delay time (�TI � TI2
– TI1) should be greater than �a in order to minimize the
effects of transit time and intravascular tagged blood. The
PASL difference signal is given by the following equation

�M �
� 2M0f�

� �exp� � TI2R1app�	exp�min�TI2,� � TI1��R� � exp���R�
/�R �
exp� � TI2R1a�	�min��a � �TI,0� � �a� � �min�� � �TI,0� � ��
� TI2 � �

�M �
� 2M0f�

�
exp� � TI2 R1a�	min��a � �TI,0� � ��a � TI2�
 TI2 � � [3]
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where �R � R1app – R1a. Note that when �TI or w is greater
than �a, all of the above equations are insensitive to �a.

METHODS

Imaging Sequences

In this study, three ASL approaches were carried out for
comparison: 4T PASL, 1.5T CASL, and 1.5T PASL. For
PASL at 1.5 and 4T, we used a modified version of the
flow-sensitive alternating inversion recovery (FAIR) tech-
nique (7), in which a saturation pulse was applied at TI1
after the global or slice-selective inversion, similar to
QUIPSS II. A slice-selective inversion pulse (frequency
offset corrected inversion (FOCI) 16 ms, BW 10k) (22) was
applied during tag, while the same pulse was used in the
absence of gradients for global inversion during control.
The slab of the slice-selective inversion was 2 cm thicker
than the imaging slab, leaving a pair of 1-cm margins at
each edge of the imaging slices to ensure optimum inver-
sion. The saturation pulse was applied to a 10-cm slab
inferior to the imaging slices with a 1-cm gap between the
adjacent edges of the saturation and imaging slabs, and TI1
was set to 800 ms according to Wong et al. (23). Interleaved
tag and control images were taken using a gradient-echo
echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence at TI2 after the inver-
sion pulse, followed by a recovery time to allow the arte-
rial blood to be refreshed. The paradigm of the PASL
sequence has been previously used in the FAIR exempting
separate T1 measurement technique (FAIREST) (24). The
SAR of the 4T PASL sequence is below the FDA limit of
8 W/kg in a gram of tissue.

For CASL at 1.5T, we followed the original technique
developed by Alsop and Detre (10,25). CASL was per-
formed with a 0.25 G/cm gradient and 35 mG RF irradia-
tion applied 8 cm beneath the center of the acquired slices.
Interleaved images with (tag) and without (control) label-
ing were acquired using the same EPI sequence as in the
PASL sequences. Controlling for off-resonance artifacts
was effected by applying an amplitude modulated version
of the labeling pulse. A postlabeling delay was inserted
between the end of the labeling pulse and image acquisi-
tion. The tagging duration, �, was about 2 s. According to
Wong et al. (23), the labeling parameters used in our CASL
and PASL sequences would yield optimal results in terms
of SNR and imaging efficiency.

Resting-State Imaging

Imaging was performed on 1.5 and 4T whole-body scan-
ners (GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI), with the stan-
dard clinical quadrature head coils provided by the man-
ufacturer. Except for the field strength and the use of an
up/down converter to shift the resonant frequency, the 4T
scanner is identical in design to the 1.5T scanner. Written
informed consent was obtained prior to all human studies,
and approval was obtained from the Institutional Review
Board. Steady-state perfusion imaging was performed on
five healthy male subjects (30–42 years old, mean age
36.6 years) at both 1.5 and 4T. As stated above, the same
single-shot blipped gradient-echo EPI sequence was used
for image acquisition for 4T PASL, 1.5T CASL, and 1.5T
PASL. Acquisition parameters were: FOV � 24 cm �

16 cm, matrix � 64 � 40, TE � 23 ms, bandwidth �
62.5 kHz, slice thickness � 8 mm, interslice space � 2 mm.
Eight slices were acquired from inferior to superior in an
interleaved order, and each slice acquisition took about
60 ms. An inversion-prepared 3D spoiled GRASS se-
quence (TR/TE/TI � 33/7/400 ms, 256 � 192, 124 slices,
1.5 mm thick) was used to acquire high-resolution anatom-
ical images for normalization and gray/white matter seg-
mentation.

A preliminary experiment was carried out on two sub-
jects at 4T to determine the appropriate �TI value for
eight-slice imaging coverage by running the 4T PASL se-
quence at 5 �TI values (100, 400, 700, 1000, and 1500 ms).
A �TI of �1000 ms was found to successfully suppress
most of the intravascular signal in the ASL difference
images (see Results). Therefore, two �TI values (1000 and
1500 ms) were used for PASL at both 1.5T and 4T with
TR � 3.4 s. The same �TI values were applied for CASL at
1.5T with TR � 4s based on previous tests on normal
subjects (26). For each scan of postlabeling delay,
90 acquisitions were carried out with a total scan time of
6 min and 5.1 min for CASL and PASL, respectively.
“Dummy” gradient and RF pulses preceded each scan to
allow tissue to reach steady-state magnetization.

Functional Activation Study

fMRI experiments with sensorimotor cortex stimulation
were performed on the same five subjects at both 1.5 and
4T. Four slices covering the motor cortex were acquired.
Based on the preliminary experiment on one subject using
various postlabeling delays, �TI and w were set to 800 ms
and 1000 ms in PASL and CASL, respectively, to account
for the 5-cm difference in tagging locations between the
two methods. The TRs were 3 s and 4 s for PASL and
CASL, respectively. In all, 120 acquisitions were per-
formed during the functional scan, leading to a total scan
time of 6 min for PASL and 8 min for CASL. The activation
paradigm consisted of three cycles of resting periods alter-
nating with activation epochs, i.e., an activation/resting
period of 1 min for PASL and 1 min 20 s for CASL. The
activation task consisted of bilateral finger tapping paced
by a visually presented spot flashing at 2 Hz. The feasibil-
ity of whole-brain functional perfusion imaging at 4T was
tested on three subjects using 4T PASL with eight slices of
coverage. A �TI of 1000 ms and TR of 3.4 s were used. The
functional scan consisted of 352 acquisitions, with a total
scan time of 20 min. Ten cycles of resting/activation peri-
ods were carried out, and the activation task consisted of
visual stimulation using LED goggles flashing at 10 Hz and
simultaneous bilateral self-paced finger tapping.

Data Processing

Data were processed off-line on a Sun Sparc workstation
(Sun Micro Systems, Mountain View, CA). For steady-state
imaging, the raw images acquired using 4T PASL, 1.5T
CASL, and 1.5T PASL were scaled so that the background
noise (measured from regions of no signal) was at the same
level. Time series of 45 ASL difference images were ob-
tained by pairwise magnitude subtraction between control
and labeled images in each scan, followed by averaging to
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produce �M images. The �M signals were measured from
whole-brain gray and white matter regions of interest
(ROIs) defined from the T1-weighted anatomical images.

For functional perfusion imaging, the data were motion
corrected using a six-parameter, rigid-body, least-squares
realignment routine, followed by smoothing in space with
a 3D, 5.4-mm FWHM Gaussian kernel. The series of la-
beled images were shifted in time by one TR using linear
interpolation (average of the two adjacent labeled images).
Time series of perfusion difference images were generated
by pairwise subtraction between the time-matched label
and control images. Cross-correlation analysis was used to
identify activated voxels, by correlating the time course of
perfusion signals with a boxcar reference function using
AFNI (27). The significant activation level was arbitrarily
set to P � 0.001 based on a single subject, corresponding to
an absolute correlation coefficient value  0.4 for the
sensorimotor stimulation task and  0.25 for the simulta-
neous visual and sensorimotor stimulation task. Individ-
ual correlation coefficient activation maps were Talairach
normalized based on the T1-weighted anatomical images,
followed by averaging across subjects to produce group
activation maps. To evaluate the across-subject variability
of activation, a within-region, random-effects analysis was
carried out using an unpaired t-test on the population of
the mean correlation coefficients obtained in the pre-
defined ROIs. The ROIs were defined on the Talairach-
normalized T1-weighted anatomical images which in-
cluded primary sensorimotor, premotor, and supplemen-
tary motor cortex according to Luh et al. (21), and were the
same for each individual subject.

RESULTS

Theoretical Calculation

Based on the imaging parameters, theoretical calculation
of the ASL perfusion signal as a function of the main field
strength is carried out in three steps. The first step is to
calculate the fraction of �M change with field strength
solely due to the T1 effect. We assume the T1’s of brain
tissue, T1app, and blood, T1a, follow approximately a cube
root increase with field strength (28), i.e., T1 � �0.3 where
� is the Larmor frequency of the field. Based on the T1

values at 1.5T (T1app � 1000 ms, T1a � 1200 ms) (9), the
estimated T1 values at high field match well with the
reported experimental results (e.g., T1app � 1240 ms, T1a �
1490 ms at 3T; and T1app � 1350 ms, T1a � 1620 ms at 4T)
(29,30). The fraction of �M in CASL and PASL as a func-
tion of field strength is then calculated according to Eqs.
[1] and [3], respectively, and averaged across the assumed
values of � � 1000 � 1800 ms (9,23,26), �TI / w � 1000 �
1500 ms. We choose to average across multiple different �
and w values because the exchange of water spins between
blood and brain tissue is more likely to happen during a
range of time rather than at a fixed time point, which is
very difficult to define, and the delay time also changes in
experiments. As displayed in Fig. 1a, the signal increase in
the fraction of �M due to the T1 increase as the field
changes from 1.5T to 4T is 1.6 times for both PASL and
CASL.

As the second step, we calculate the normalized �M
signal in the ideal case when TE � 0 ms. This is done by

FIG. 1. Theoretical ASL �M signal as a function of main field
strength, displaying (a) fractional �M signal change with field
strength solely due to T1 effects, (b) normalized �M signal change
with field strength in the ideal case when TE � 0, and (c) realistic
estimation of the �M signal change with field strength considering
the T*2 effects. The circles indicate the conditions for the experimen-
tal data reported.
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multiplying the result of step 1 with the intrinsic SNR of
M0, which is proportional to the field strength. The result
indicates the theoretical maximum signal gain in �M that
could be achieved with high field. As displayed in Fig. 1b,
4T PASL and CASL theoretically could yield a 4.2- and
4.3-fold signal gain in �M as compared with the same
technique at 1.5T, respectively. In the final step, a realistic
estimation of the ASL signal as a function of field strength
is performed by taking into account the T*2 effect. Given
the fact that the T*2 of brain is approximately inversely
proportional to the field strength, the assumed T*2 of 70 ms
at 1.5T (31) and a TE of 23 ms used in this study, the
relative SNR of �M acquired using 4T PASL, 1.5T CASL,
and 1.5T PASL in our experiment is 2.4:1.7:1. The normal-
ized �M signal would be 4.3 if 4T CASL had been carried
out (Fig. 1c). As displayed in Fig. 1, the CASL �M signal is
a factor of 1.7–1.8 higher compared with the PASL �M
signal, and the ratio between the CASL and PASL �M
signals tends to increase with field strength.

Equation [1] assumes that no MT effect is presented in
the CASL �M signal, which is generally true for a multicoil
CASL approach. However, MT effect has to be taken into
account when a single-coil CASL approach is carried out,
as in the present study. The �M signal for CASL at 1.5T is
therefore calculated according to Eq. [2], with the assumed
values of R1ns/R1s � 0.7, R1ns � R1app (10), and the pre-
dicted relative SNR of �M acquired using 4T PASL, 1.5T
CASL, and 1.5T PASL in our experiment is 2.4:1.5:1. In all
of the above steps, the inversion efficiency, �, is assumed
to be 0.98 for PASL (23) and 0.71 for CASL (32), according
to the values derived at 1.5T. The possibility of decreased
inversion efficiency of the FOCI pulse at high field is
estimated by numerical integration of the Bloch equation.
A less than 5% decrease in � is found due to the reduced
T2 of blood, and is therefore neglected. The tagging effi-
ciency in CASL with a dual-coil approach at high field
could be close to 1 (19); however, the geometry previously
employed for this approach generally induces longer arte-
rial transit time. Since these two effects tend to be bal-
anced by each other, it is reasonable to use the same � in
CASL for high field.

To compare the sensitivity of the ASL perfusion mea-
surements to errors in T1app, T1a, and � at different field
strengths, the slope of �M with respect to these parameters
is calculated for ASL techniques at 1.5 and 4T using var-
ious values of �. We choose to vary � in a relatively large
range because it is the most uncertain parameter here.
Figure 2 displays the sensitivity of 1.5 and 4T ASL tech-
niques to T1app, T1a, and � as a function of � in units of
percent change in �M per 100 ms error in the correspond-
ing parameter. In general, 4T ASL methods show less
sensitivity to the three parameters compared with the
same technique at 1.5T, and the sensitivity at 4T per se is
less susceptible to � variations than that at 1.5T. PASL
shows less sensitivity to T1app but greater sensitivity to T1a

compared with CASL at both 1.5 and 4T, because by the
time images are acquired most of the tagged water resides
in tissue compartments in CASL vs. vascular compart-
ments in PASL (23). This explanation is supported by the
observation that the sensitivity of ASL methods to T1app

decreases with � while the sensitivity to T1a increases with
�, as shown in Fig. 2a and b. In all of the sensitivity

FIG. 2. Sensitivity of �M to parameters (a) T1app, (b) T1a, and (c) � (%
change in �M per 100 ms change in parameter) as a function of � for
1.5 and 4T CASL and PASL methods. Assumed values are: �TI /w �
1000 ms, TI1 � 800 ms, � � 2000 ms, � � 0.9 ml/g, T1app � 1000 ms
and T1a � 1200 ms at 1.5T, and T1app � 1350 ms and T1a � 1620 ms
at 4T.
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calculations, the postlabeling delay is set to 1000 ms.
Similar results are obtained with different delay times.

Steady-State Imaging

Figure 3 displays a representative set of difference (�M)
images acquired using 4T PASL with postlabeling delays
(�TI) from 100 to 1500 ms; two of the eight slices are
shown. With �TIs longer than 1 s, the bright focal intra-
vascular signals disappear and the cortical structures be-
come manifest. The overall image intensity fades as �TI
increases due to the T1 decay of the tagged spins, and
cerebrospinal fluid appears dark at all �TI values. The
spatial pattern and intensity of the �M images as a func-
tion of �TI acquired using 4T PASL are consistent with
previous tests using various ASL techniques (5,10,26).

Postlabeling delays of 1 s and 1.5 s were used in the
steady-state quantitative perfusion imaging for 4T PASL,
1.5T CASL, and 1.5T PASL. Figure 4 displays a represen-
tative set of ASL �M images acquired on one subject using
the three approaches. The overall image intensity can be
seen to decrease from the inferior to the superior slices in
an interleaved manner (1, 3, 5, 7, 2, 4, 6, 8) due to the
increased TI caused by the image acquisition order. In
terms of image quality, the 4T PASL �M images provide
the best delineation of cortical and subcortical gray matter
structures. The deep basal nuclei, including the caudate,
putamen, and thalamus, can easily be identified in the 4T
images up to the postlabeling delay of 1500 ms. The 4T
images have higher intensity in the center regions due to

the strong dielectric effects at high field. Both the 1.5T
CASL and PASL �M images appear noisier and show less
contrast between the gray and white matter compared with
the 4T images. When the �M images acquired at 1.5T are
compared, CASL yields improved image quality compared
with PASL, consistent with reported results on compari-
sons between 1.5T CASL and PASL (23). There are bright
focal signals in the 1.5T PASL �M images, such as the
posterior sagittal sinus, attributed to the tagged venous
blood flowing superiorly into the imaging slices. These focal
signals are rarely seen in the 4T PASL �M images, probably
because the venous blood signal is very small with TE �
23 ms due to the short T*2 of venous blood at 4T.

Table 1 shows the SNR measured from the whole-brain
gray and white matter ROIs along with the calculated
contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) between the gray and white
matter, the measured parameters are normalized to the
1.5T PASL values. The ratio of the gray matter SNR of �M
acquired using 4T PASL, 1.5T CASL, and 1.5T PASL is
2.3:1.4:1, a very close match with the theoretical predica-
tion of 2.4:1.5:1. In addition to the increased SNR, the 4T
images show substantial improvements in the CNR be-
tween the gray and white matter, and the ratio of the CNRs
acquired using 4T PASL, 1.5T CASL, and PASL is 2.7:
1.1:1. Statistical analysis based on a two-tailed paired t-
test shows that both the SNR and CNR of the 4T PASL data
are significantly higher than those of the 1.5T data (see
Table 1). The CBF values tabulated in Table 1 are calcu-
lated according to Eqs. [2] and [3] with assumed values of

FIG. 3. Effects of postlabeling delay on 4T PASL �M signals. Two of the eight slices of �M images from one subject for delays of 100, 400,
700, 1000, and 1500 ms are shown.
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FIG. 4. Comparison of the �M images acquired using (from the top) 4T PASL, 1.5T CASL, and PASL with the postlabeling delay of (a)
1000 ms and (b) 1500 ms from one typical subject. Eight slices (8 mm thick, with 2 mm in between) from inferior to superior (left to right)
covering most of the brain are shown.
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� � 0.9 ml/g and � � 1.5 s. The values in gray matter
(54.8–74.3 ml/100 ml/min) and white matter (20.1–38.5
ml/100 ml/min) are in good agreement with those obtained
by positron emission tomography (PET) (33) and various
ASL techniques (8–11).

Functional Activation

Figure 5 displays the Talairach-normalized correlation-
coefficient activation maps of bilateral finger tapping that
are produced by averaging the individual correlation-co-
efficient activation map across all five subjects. The func-
tional map is superimposed upon transverse sections of
Talairach-normalized anatomical images of an individual
subject. The same scale is used in the 4T PASL, 1.5T
CASL, and PASL images, and is between the average cor-

relation-coefficient values of 0.15 and 0.5 to demonstrate
the relative intensity and spatial extent of the activation
detected using each of the methods. All three ASL tech-
niques yield robust activation in the bilateral sensorimotor
and supplementary motor cortex. The number of activated
voxels, average correlation coefficient, and percentage sig-
nal change are measured in the predefined ROIs in each
subject and are summarized in Table 2. The number of
activated voxels detected using 4T PASL is about 14% and
29% more than those detected using 1.5T PASL and 1.5T
CASL, respectively. However, this trend of increased num-
bers of activated voxels at 4T does not reach statistical
significance (see Table 2). The postlabeling delay of
1000 ms in CASL, which is 200 ms longer than the delay in
PASL, might contribute to the relatively fewer activated

Table 1
Measured Parameters From the Gray and White Matter ROIs in the ASL �M Images

4T PASL 1.5T CASL 1.5T PASL

Delay � 1000 ms

SNR (GM) 2.28 � 0.41*,†† 1.47 � 0.23† 1.00
SNR (WM) 1.91 � 0.43† 1.62 � 0.30† 1.00
CNR (GM-WM) 2.54 � 0.53**,†† 1.13 � 0.26 1.00
CBF (GM) (ml/100 ml/min) 54.8 � 9.0 66.8 � 8.9 63.1 � 7.5
CBF (WM) (ml/100 ml/min) 20.1 � 6.7 28.0 � 8.0 35.2 � 4.8

Delay � 1500 ms

SNR (GM) 2.36 � 0.42*,† 1.33 � 0.22† 1.00
SNR (WM) 1.91 � 0.46† 1.65 � 0.27† 1.00
CNR (GM-WM) 2.78 � 0.56**,†† 1.02 � 0.31 1.00
CBF (GM) (ml/100 ml/min) 59.2 � 6.0 70.5 � 10.9 74.3 � 12.6
CBF (WM) (ml/100 ml/min) 20.8 � 7.7 31.2 � 6.2 38.5 � 8.3

SNR and CNR values are normalized to the values acquired using 1.5T PASL.
*P � 0.05; **p � 0.005 vs. 1.5T CASL (two-tailed t-test), †P � 0.05; ††p � 0.005 vs. 1.5T PASL (two-tailed t-test).

FIG. 5. Comparison of the Talairach-normalized and averaged (N � 5) correlation-coefficient activation maps of bilateral finger tapping
acquired using 4T PASL, 1.5T CASL, and 1.5T PASL (the upper three panels). The scale (from 0 to 1) is normalized between the average
correlation-coefficient values of 0.15 and 0.5. Talairach-normalized and averaged (N � 3) activation maps of simultaneous visual and motor
cortex activation acquired using 4T PASL are displayed in the bottom panel. The scale is normalized between the averaged correlation-
coefficient values of 0.12 and 0.4.
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voxels in the CASL data. The average correlation coeffi-
cients in the three data sets are not significantly different
from each other. The t-value associated with the random-
effects, across-subject test of the correlation coefficient
acquired using 4T PASL is lower than the t-values of the
1.5T PASL and 1.5T CASL data, suggesting more robust
results across-subject at 1.5T than 4T. Due to the small
sample size (N � 5), a general implication with respect to
the relative across-subject variability of ASL methods at
1.5 and 4T would require more data sets. To avoid the
effects of arbitrary threshold, data analysis was also car-
ried out using different threshold levels in individual sub-
jects, and similar results were obtained.

An interesting finding in our experiment is that the mean
fractional perfusion signal increase induced by finger tap-
ping was higher in the 1.5T PASL (90.9%) and 1.5T CASL
data (67.6%) than in the 4T PASL (46.4%) data. Statistical
analysis indicates that the difference between the 1.5 and 4T
PASL data is highly significant (see Table 2), while the dif-
ference between the 1.5T CASL and 4T PASL data barely
achieves significance (P � 0.06). The high percentage signal
changes in our 1.5T ASL data are consistent with reported
values (around 100%) in ASL studies on motor cortex acti-
vation at 1.5T (34). Meanwhile, a fractional signal increase of
20–50% seems consistent with the findings from PET studies
on motor cortex stimulation (35). The reason for the differ-
ence in signal changes at 1.5 and 4T is not well understood,
and will be discussed below. The feasibility of whole-brain
perfusion fMRI using 4T PASL is demonstrated by simulta-
neous visual and motor cortex activation, as displayed in Fig.
5 of the Talairach-normalized correlation-coefficient activa-
tion maps averaged across three subjects. Robust and consis-
tent activation in the visual and sensorimotor cortex is ob-
served in each of the three subjects.

DISCUSSION

Benefits of High-Field ASL

The results presented above demonstrate the feasibility
and benefits of multislice high-field perfusion imaging us-
ing ASL approaches. The SNR of the gray matter signal in
the 4T PASL �M images is a factor of 1.6 and 2.3 higher
than the SNR measured in the 1.5T CASL and 1.5T PASL
images, respectively. The CNR between the gray and white
matter in the 4T �M images is approximately a factor of
2.7 higher than the CNR in the 1.5T �M images. Theoret-
ical calculation indicates that 4T ASL approaches are less
sensitive to errors in the T1’s of brain tissue and blood, as
well as in tissue transit time.

The close match between the experimental results and
theoretical predictions of the �M signals at 1.5 and 4T

validates the theoretical model (Fig. 1) for the dependence
of ASL signal on the main field strength. As an inference of
the theoretical model, image acquisition sequences with
short TE are highly advantageous in ASL approaches in
terms of maximizing the SNR gain at high field. Gradient-
echo SPIRAL and half-k-space EPI methods acquire data
from the center of the k-space and have an effective TE of
a few milliseconds. An approximately 50% improvement
in the SNR gain at 4T could be achieved if the current
gradient-echo EPI approach were to be replaced by these
acquisition methods. Another inference from the pre-
dicted function is that CASL would be more advantageous
than PASL at high field if it could be carried out with a
multicoil or special single-coil approach, e.g., 4T CASL
could yield about 4–5 times SNR compared with 1.5T ASL
approaches.

Susceptibility Effects

Apart from the advantages described above, one major
limitation at high field is greater susceptibility effects,
which lead to signal loss and distortion in brain regions
with high static field inhomogeneity. In order to avoid
deterioration of the ASL image quality, shortened TEs and
acquisition windows are highly preferable at high field. As
mentioned, acquisition methods with efficient k-space tra-
jectories, such as SPIRAL and half-k-space EPI, have very
short TEs and acquisition windows, and are advantageous
in minimizing the susceptibility effects while maximizing
the SNR gain at high field. In addition, spin-echo ap-
proaches can be used in combination with these methods
to further reduce the susceptibility effects. In the current
study, when identical acquisition methodologies were
used at both 1.5 and 4T, lower effective in-plane resolution
and stronger signal loss in the orbital frontal cortex and
inferior temporal lobe were observed in the 4T images (Fig.
4) compared with the 1.5T images.

The greater susceptibility effects at high field may also
contribute to the reduced fractional perfusion signal
change during motor activation at 4T. When the blood flow
increases due to neural activation, a portion of the addi-
tional labeled water may not be fully extracted, and in-
stead may pass on into the veins. While the T*2 of venous
blood and brain is not very different at 1.5T, the T*2 of
venous blood becomes very short due to the strong sus-
ceptibility effects of deoxyhemoglobin at 4T, rendering the
unextracted labeled water invisible with the current TE of
23 ms (36) (see Fig. 4). This speculation is supported by a
recent study which indicated that more tagged spins exit
the capillary bed without passing into the tissue when
blood flow increases (37). If this explanation is correct,

Table 2
Number of Activated Voxels, Average Correlation Coefficient and Signal Change, Along With the T-value Associate With the
Random-Effects Across-Subject Test

4T PASL 1.5T CASL 1.5T PASL

Number of activated voxels 66.0 � 46.5 51.2 � 21.9 58.2 � 38.1
Average correlation coefficient 0.441 � 0.050 0.449 � 0.027 0.442 � 0.030
Average percentage signal change (%) 46.4 � 17.8* 67.6 � 9.7 90.9 � 17.4
T score Across subject 2.09 5.04 3.47

*P � 0.005 vs. 1.5T PASL (two-tailed t-test).
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roughly half of the increased blood water associated with
regional brain activation would not have passed into the
brain tissue, based on the observed changes at 1.5 and 4T
using the PASL approach. This suggests that the current
perfusion model, which neglects the clearance of the tag
by outflow, might not be accurate during brain activation.

Physiological Noise

Another important factor in high-field ASL is physiologi-
cal noise, including metabolic fluctuations, tissue motion,
and pulsation. The physiological noise level may increase
with static field strength (38) and may be the dominating
factor in determining the sensitivity of ASL perfusion im-
aging to functional activation. The measurements of SNR
and CNR employed in the present study primarily reflect
effects of scanner noise. To evaluate the physiological
noise level at 1.5 and 4T, we also measured the temporal
stability of the time series of the difference perfusion im-
ages acquired during resting state. Based on the histogram
of the normalized temporal standard deviation (SD), deter-
mined by the SD divided by the mean of the time course of
the �M images in each voxel of the brain, the ratio of the
relative mean normalized temporal SD acquired using 4T
PASL, 1.5T CASL, and 1.5T PASL is 0.84:0.90:1.00. The
mean normalized temporal SD of the 4T PASL data is
significantly lower than the 1.5T PASL data (P � 0.05), but
not significantly different from the 1.5T CASL data. The
improvement in temporal stability as the field changes
from 1.5 to 4T is compromised compared with the sub-
stantial improvement in the SNR and CNR, suggesting
greater physiological noise at 4T. When the above tempo-
ral stability analysis was carried out on the average time
course of the �M images in the whole-brain gray matter
ROI, the ratio of the relative normalized temporal SD ac-
quired using 4T PASL, 1.5T CASL, and 1.5T PASL became
1.08:0.56:1.00. The values of the 1.5 and 4T PASL data are
significantly higher than that of the 1.5T CASL data (P �
0.05). This further decreased temporal stability within a
large ROI suggests the presence of spatially coherent noise
which cannot be suppressed by spatial averaging—for ex-
ample, noise consisting of cardiac or respiratory pulsation
(39). This effect of physiological noise, together with the
higher apparent ASL signal change in response to motor
cortex stimulation at 1.5T, likely accounts for the similar
number of activated voxels and mean correlation coeffi-
cient as well as the greater intersubject variability in the 4T
functional data as compared with the 1.5T functional data.

While the ratio of the signal to thermal noise can only be
improved by increasing field strength, assuming the coil is
optimal, the contribution of physiological noise to the
measurement of flow may be reduced if the underlying
sources and mechanisms can be understood. It has been
reported that the magnitude of brain physiological noise,
the primary source of physiological noise at high field, is
proportional to the TE and raw image intensity, resulting
in the maximum noise magnitude at TE � T*2 and the
minimum at TE � 0 (38). The aforementioned short TE
acquisition methods will also be preferable in alleviating
the effects of brain physiological noise. In addition, phys-
iological noise due to pulsation can be effectively mini-
mized by cardiac or respiratory gating (39). Since a large

portion of the physiological noise is spatially coherent, the
global mean time course of the image intensity can also be
included in the regression analysis as a covariant to ac-
count for the noise, an approach we are currently investi-
gating. Based on the improved temporal stability in the
CASL data compared with the PASL data at 1.5T, high-
field CASL approaches should also be preferable in terms
of reducing the physiological noise. This improvement in
temporal stability will be smaller than the improvement in
SNR, primarily because the CASL raw image intensity is
higher than the PASL raw image signal, which is usually
not fully relaxed. Background suppression approaches
would also reduce the physiological noise by suppressing
the static raw image signal (40). However, to implement
this approach at high field, special care must be taken to
limit the RF deposition of multiple inversions required in
the background suppression technique.
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APPENDIX

The present theoretical calculation is based on the two-
compartment perfusion model (10), in which the observed
�M signal consists of signals from tissue and arterial vas-
cular compartments. An important variable missing from
the original CASL model was the duration of labeling,
which was assumed to be infinitely long. By replacing –�
in eq. 15 of Ref. 10 with the time the tagging bolus first
arrives in the tissue compartment, � – � – w, the tissue �M
signal is given by (assuming the imaging time is 0):

�Mtissue �
� 2M0f�

�
exp� � �R1a� �

����w

min���w,0�

dt exp�tR1app�

�
� 2M0f�
�R1app

exp� � �R1a� � � w � �

� [exp(min�� � w,0�R1app)

� exp��� � � � w�R1app�]

�Mtissue � 0 � � w � �. [A1]

Based on eq. 20 of Ref. 10, the arterial signal is given by the
difference signal between the inflow and outflow of the
arterial vascular compartment, which are acquired by in-
tegrating the modified Bloch equation (1) from �a – � – w to
0 and from � – � – w to 0, respectively. If no tagged blood
water has arrived in the tissue compartment by the time
image is acquired (� � w � �), all the labeled blood will
stay in the arterial vascular compartment (no outflow).
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�Marterial �
� 2M0f�

� ��
�a���w

min��a�w,0�

dt exp��t � �a�R1a� ��
����w

min���w,0�

dt exp��t � ��R1a�� � � w � �

�
� 2M0f�

�R1a
	exp((min��a � w,0� � �a�R1a) � exp((min�� � w,0� � �)R1a)]

�Marterial �
� 2M0f�

� ��
�a���w

min��a�w,0�

dt exp��t � �a�R1a�� � � w � �

�
� 2M0f�

�R1a
	exp((min��a � w,0� � �a�R1a) � exp� � �� � w�R1a�] [A2]

Equation [1] is simply the sum of the above two equations.
In the presence of MT effects, R1app is equal to R1s during

the tagging pulse and to R1ns afterwards. The tissue signal
is then calculated by

�Mtissue �
� 2M0f�

�
exp� � �R1a��exp� � wR1ns��

min����,0�

0

dt exp�tR1s� ��
�w

min���w,0�

dt exp�tRlns��
�

� 2M0f�
�

exp� � �R1a� �
exp� � wRlns�

Rls
	1 � exp(min�� � �,0�Rls�] �

1
Rlns

	exp(min�� � w,0�Rlns� � exp� � wRlns�]� � � w � �

�Mtissue � 0 � � w � � [A3]

Equation [2] is simply the sum of Eqs. [A2] and
[A3].

For PASL, the tissue signal is given by (eq. 22 in
Ref. 11)

�Mtissue �
� 2M0f�

�
exp� � TI2R1a��

��TI2

min�����TI2,0�

dt exp�t�R� TI2 � �

�
� 2M0f�

�
exp� � TI2R1app�	exp(min�TI2,� � TI1��R� � exp���R�]/�R

�Mtissue � 0 TI2 � � [A4]

Similar to CASL, the arterial signal in PASL is given by the
difference signal between the inflow and outflow of the
arterial vascular compartment, which are acquired by in-
tegrating the modified Bloch equation from �a – TI2 to 0,

and from � – TI2 to 0, respectively. If no tagged blood water
has arrived in the tissue compartment by the time image is
acquired (TI2 � �), all the labeled blood will stay in the
arterial vascular compartment (no outflow).
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�Marterial �
� 2M0f�

�
exp� � TI2R1a���

�a�TI2

min��a��TI,0�

dt ��
��TI2

min����T1,0�

dt� TI2 � �

�
� 2M0f�

�
exp� � TI2R1a�	�min��a � �TI,0� � �a� � �min�� � �TI,0� � ��


�Marterial �
� 2M0f�

�
exp� � TI2R1a���

�a�TI2

min��a��TI,0�

dt� TI2 � �

�
� 2M0f�

�
exp� � TI2R1a�	min��a � �TI,0� � ��a � TI2�
 [A5]

Equation [3] is simply the sum of Eqs. [A4] and [A5]. In all
of the above deductions, the delay time, w/�TI, is assumed
to be greater than the arterial transit time, �a.
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